
Local rules and COVID information for Nov 6, 2021

Golf for this Saturday 6th November is the 1st round of the Club Championships that will be played in 

hopefully glorious sunshine… but there could be a little rain. 

 

Firstly a message from the el Presidente- Golf Australia has provided the following list of things we 

need to ensure are in place for us to operate on Saturday competition day 

In line with the current Government directions for golfers, we can only allow fully vaccinated 
members and green fee players to play at our course. We ask that you use the QR code supplied in 
several places around the club to “check-in” as per the Government directive. 

 

On competition days – we will have an allocated COVID Marshall who will ensure everyone is 

checking in via the QR code and they will also ask to see proof of vaccination. 

 

Can people ensure they bring their proof / certificates along to assist with easy verification of your 

double vaccination, or have an official exemption before they can be permitted to play. This is a 

government requirement and failure to comply can impose significant financial penalties for the club 

and potential closures. It will possibly be an inconvenience and adds another process but we all know it

is the well-advertised about vaccination requirements and is a part of our current world we are living in 

and the Alexandra Golf club is not prepared to go against the rules that enables play. 

 

I am also asking that people arrive on Saturday with a formal golf mindset after a lengthy period of 

playing social golf and a couple of localised Stableford competitions. We do need to make sure we 

follow the rules of golf and ensure we are accountable for our own game and our responsibility to our 

playing partners shots and score. We need to pay attention to the local rules to ensure we can enjoy the 

day without disputes or misunderstandings.

 

 

Local rules that will apply for Saturday

1. Preferred lies on the fairways only at this stage until we get an idea on how much grass cutting 

we can get in before the weekend – We believe the fairway mower will not be able to run over 

all fairways and the rain may require us to clean the ball. 

2. GUR on the 8th and 11th over old pipe works and the new pipe works on the that goes across the

10th fairway 

3. Preferred lies on the racetrack and free drop if your swing is impeded by race course fence 

4. If ball is lost in thick grass under the racecourse fence and your playing partner agrees, a free 

drop at nearest point of relief with no penalty at the agreed point where you believe the ball 

entered. 



5. Free drop if shot is affected by coring bi-product that has been left on course in piles or spread 

6. An additional item is the ball can get a free drop away from roots that are showing bare and it 

will impede your swing and considered dangerous.

 

The above are the rules as of today 4th November and may change on the morning based on any

new information or course condition updates 

 

The start will have the A grade playing off the 1st tee and B grade playing off the 10th. The group 

selection will be through the random card selection for round 1 and will work towards the grouping 

golfers towards the leaderboard by round 3 (final round).


